Template matching is one of the areas of profound interest in image processing and is a technique in digital image processing to find small parts of an image which matches a template image. Template can be considered a sub-image from the reference image, and the image can be considered as a sensed image. The objective is to find the measure of the degree of similarity between an examined image and template, and it establishes the correspondence between the examined image and template image. In this paper, an algorithm providing normalized cross correlation (NCC) for template matching is developed and implemented using MATLAB. The experimental results are presented and found that proposed algorithm is a robust method for the similarity measure.
Introduction
Image registration (Sharma et al., 2008 ) is a technique for aligning two or more images to find corresponding features that can be related easily. In this process, one image (float image ) is scaled, translated and rotated to match another image (reference image). Many image processing applications like computer vision, medical imaging, and remote sensing require image registration. Image registration techniques are used as an intermediate step to evaluate images in all large image analysis systems. Image registration is usually used to extract complementary information of images acquired from different modalities ( Peter et al., 2009 ) and to examine images of same modality accurately (Maintz & Viergever,1998; Hallpike & Hawkes, 2002) . In medical imaging, image registration enables to locate and estimate subtle changes appear during acquisition of consecutive images. Now a days, image registration is also being applied in image guided surgery interventions, and to monitor the progress of diseases and healing therapy in serial imaging analysis. Different image registration methods can be categorized as gradient-based ( Nigris et al., 2012; Nigris et al., 2013 ) , area-based (Joglekar et al., 2012; Roy, 2010 ) and feature based methods (Sharma et al.,2008 ) . Many hybrid approaches ( Cifor et al., 2013; Farnia et al., 2013 ) of image registration are also possible. Dhawan, (2012) suggests an integrated approach based on rigid & nonrigid deformation for image registration in case of complete and deformed data set.
Template matching is one of the important techniques in digital image processing for image registration. In this method, a position of the sub image, called a template image is identified in an examined image. Template matching algorithm calculates a noise function at each pixel of the image under consideration. This noise function is a measure of the degree of similarity between the template image and the examined image (Ardeshir, 2005) . Then the maximum correlation or minimum noise function is chosen to identify the position of the template image into the examined image. Normalized cross correlation (NCC) is normally used for similarity measure in template matching technique due to its reliability (Stefano. et. al, 2003; Ardeshir, 2005; Lewis , 1995) .
In this paper, an algorithm normalized cross correlation and Cauchy -Schwarz inequality for template matching has been implemented using MATLAB. This algorithm matches small size image (template) with an examined image. In this algorithm, a window of the same size as that of the template image is moved onto the examined image. This identifies the template window in the examined image that is most similar to template image (Stefano. et. al, 2003; Ardeshir, 2005) .
Normalized Cross Correlation and Cauchy -Schwarz Inequality for Template Matching
Template is a part of the examined image to be detected. Template matching technique is based on convolution mask that is convolved with examined image.
The point, at which examined image structure, matches the mask most, gives the highest value and is considered the best position of the template in the examined image. Cross correlation can be used as the similarity measure between two images. Since the brightness of image may alter and appear differently due to different exposure conditions and lighting source, normalized images are used in image processing applications.
Suppose E(x,y) is known as Examined image, where (x,y) are the co-ordinates of pixel in the image and T(u,v) is called the Template image, where (u, v) are the co-ordinates of pixel in template image. ( 1) can be expanded as
As we know, mostly images are 2D digital images , then equation 1 becomes
The term ʃʃ and ʃʃ are constant for a given image. Then the term gives the measure of similarity between image E and template T (Lewis , 1995; Stefano et.al, 2003) . According to Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, the inequality is given as (4) Representing this equation for digital images in digital form, (5) and equal if T( i , j) = c. P( i, j) The matching equation 2 fails if image energy changes with the position (Luigi Di Stefano et.al, 2003) . Then (6) Where l and m represent the change in position in x-axis and y-axis respectively. For a given image, the term P (x, y) in equation 6 is negligible and almost zero if taken outside the region R. The term of equation 6 shown in equation 7 gives cross correlation between E and T. (7) The term given below in equation 8 is a varying quantity (8) and relies on l and m position. So cross-correlation cannot be used, we need to go for normalized cross correlation. The normalized cross-correlation is given by Eqn 10 and represents the degree or measure of similarity of given image E. In statistics it is known that the linear correlation coefficient represents the normalized cross-covariance. This covariance is equivalent to cross-correlation of normalized images E & T about their zero mean. It is given by (11) where n = total pixels in the template image T = Template image to be matched p = Image portion covered by template image
Implementation

This technique comprises of two types of images. One image is called template image T(u,v), and other is called the examined image E(x, y). Template image is a small part of the examined image E(x, y).
The steps listed below are being followed while implementing this algorithm in MATLAB for medical image registration using template matching.  Load the examined image. Figure (1) shows the Examined image of size 190x159.
Fig. 1. Examined Image
 load the template image. A template is shown in Fig. 2 . and it is a part of examined image of Fig. 1 . Fig. 2 . is 100x100.  Now Pad examined image with zeroes so that every pixel of the examined image is covered with the center of the template image. Fig. 3 . shown below is a padded image of figure (1). 
Fig. 2. Template Image
Experimental Results
We have implemented this algorithm for medical image registration using template image of different sizes and template image with added noise. Results of image registration with different size of the template image are shown in figures (4)- (9). Figure (10) shows the medical image registration using template of size 30x30 with added noise.
Similarly figure (11) shows the result of image registration using template image with added noise of size 80x30. As seen from the Table 1 it is clear that maximum cross-correlation coefficient for perfect registration is 0.999. The value of cross-correlation coefficient falls, when the template with noise is used, for medical image registration. But obtained value can be considered for good image registration.
Conclusion
In this work, an approach of medical image registration based on template matching is proposed. Results are obtained for different size of template images. It is inferred that proposed algorithm shows good registration about 99% when template image is taken of different size but without noise and is noticeable. It is also seen from table 1 that good image registration is achieved for template image with noise.
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we have implemented it for single modality image registration and needs to be extended and tested for multimodality image registration. In future studies, medical image registration using NCC based on Cauchy -Schwarz inequality should be committed for good registration if template image has any scaling and rotation.
The performance, efficiency and robustness of presented algorithm is demonstrated by extensive image registration experiments for different conditions. The experimental results show that given medical image attain a good registration using Cauchy -Schwarz inequality for the similarity measure. This algorithm accomplishes a good registration for template images of different sizes and template images with noise. Our experimental results show that the presented algorithm is very suitable for medical image registration. Experiments on medical images also show efficiency in terms of accuracy of the proposed algorithm as compared to many standard methods of the literature. Compared with simple cross correlation method, this method is simple, has low computational complexity and is reliable.
